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A wide range of information is collected, generated, stored and preserved by
government and public sector bodies carrying out their public tasks. This includes
geographic information, land registration (or cadastral) data, metadata concerning
museums and archives as well as meteorological data.
In this seminar, Professor Marco Ricolfi will explore the benefits of access to and
reuse of these datasets in an environment which enables mass-digitization of data
and network driven cooperation. Prof Ricolfi will compare the liberal, “open data”,
“no strings attached” approach of the US with the prevailing EU approach which has
a strong emphasis on protecting IP in data. In the process, he will examine the issues
of technical standardisation, interoperability, licensing, ownership and charging.
Prof Ricolfi will also address several main strands of contemporary ideological and
political debate about PSI and open data, and look at the possible contribution of an
open data regime to the emerging third innovation and creativity paradigm, which
is based on digital-platform-driven cooperation rather than contributions by single
individuals (first paradigm) and businesses and organizations (second paradigm)
that have so far characterized our civilisation.

Please RSVP online at http://tiny.cc/opendataEU by Monday 8 April 2013. If you have
issues with online registration, please contact cheryl.foong@acu.edu.au.
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The ACU Faculty of Law, headed by Professor Brian Fitzgerald the foundation
Executive Dean, is the newest Faculty in one of Australia’s most dynamic
universities. The law program is now offered in Melbourne and it will commence
operation in Sydney from 2014. The ACU law degree will have a practical focus
delivered in the context of the core values underpinning the University including
social justice, human dignity and respect, ethical practice and the public interest.
Numbers in the law degree will be kept small allowing a personal learning
environment. Students will be required to undertake a significant amount of pro
bono work as part of their degree while also being asked to consider the global
dimensions of law. The Faculty will have a strong commitment to research and
community engagement. Our aspiration is to be a national law school with strong
international links facilitated by an existing international network of Catholic law
schools in the USA and other countries.

